Exploring the impact of dimensionality on the quantum dynamics of interacting bosons in traps including particle correlations is an interesting but challenging task. Due to the different participating length scales the modelling of the short-range interactions in three dimensions plays a special role. We review different approaches for the latter and elaborate that for multi-configurational computational strategies finite range potentials are adequate resulting in the need of large grids to resolve the relevant length scales. This results in computational challenges which include also the exponential scaling of complexity with the number of atoms. We show that the recently developed The beneficial scaling of our approach is demonstrated by studying the tunnelling dynamics of bosonic ensembles in a double well. Comparing three-dimensional with quasi-one dimensional simulations, we find dimensionality-induced effects in the density. Furthermore, we study the crossover from weak transversal confinement, where a mean-field description of the system is sufficient, towards tight transversal confinement, where particle correlations and beyond mean-field effects are pronounced.
I. INTRODUCTION
Trapped ultracold bosonic gases constitute intriguing quantum many-body systems, wellknown for their tunability [1, 2] . They allow for mimicking the physics of e.g. a diversity of condensed matter problems [3] as well as for addressing fundamental questions. One of the latter is how dimensionality influences the dynamics of interacting many-body systems.
Many parameters can be tuned externally, for example, the interaction strength via Feshbach resonances [4] , making a transition form weakly interacting systems to unitarity possible [5, 6] , or the dimensionality by individually adapting the trapping strengths in the different spatial directions [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , allowing for the study of the cross over from 3D to quasi 1D.
For this presented purpose, we regard a system as quasi one-dimensional, if the transversal degrees-of-freedom can be adiabatically separated 1 , which is the case in elongated traps if the energy of the transversal first excited state is much higher than all other relevant energy scales such that it cannot be populated. Then, there are no spatial correlations between the longitudinal and transversal directions. However strong transversal confinement can still influence the quasi one-dimensional system, for instance, by confinement induced resonances [13, 14] , where transversal modes are virtually excited, or by geometric potentials in the case of curved wave guides [15] [16] [17] [18] . Regarding many-body effects, there are intriguing differences between quasi one-dimensional and three-dimensional systems, which strongly motivates research on the crossover regime: By dimensional arguments in the thermodynamic limit for uniform systems, one can show that the ratio of interaction to kinetic energy scales like n 1/3 3D g in three dimensions with n 3D denoting the particle density and g interaction strength being proportional to the s-wave scattering length, while in one dimension the scaling goes as the so-called Lieb-Liniger parameter g/n 1D with the one-dimensional particle density n 1D [19] .
Three-dimensional, weakly interacting bosonic systems can be well described by the Gross-Pitaevskii mean-field equation (GPE) [20, 21] , to study e.g. collective excitations (see [1, 2] and refs. therein) or vortices [22] . In one-dimensional weakly interacting systems, other types of stable mean-field excitation can arise, such as dark and bright matter-wave solitons (see [22] and refs. therein). Thereby, the cross over from one to three dimensions is of particular theoretical and experimental interest: In this regime, one may study e.g. the decay of quasi one-dimensional dark soliton excitations into three-dimensional entities such as vortex rings or solitonic vortices (see [23] and refs. therein) or the transition from a 1D quasi-condensate to a 3D condensate [24, 25] .
If the Lieb-Liniger parameter is increased to g/n 1D 1 or enough excitation energy is provided, one-dimensional quantum gases enter a completely different regime where the (quasi-) condensate description and quasi-1D GPE approach breaks down and intriguing correlation effects emerge, for instance, the fermionization of strongly interacting bosons [26, 27] , fragmentation [28] or the decay of dark solitons due to dynamical quantum depletion ( [29, 30] and refs. therein). Recently, a strong interest in unravelling correlation effects also in two-and three-dimensional systems has emerged involving the study of the relation between mean-field vortices and the exact solution of the linear many-body Schrödinger equation [31, 32] , beyond mean-field effects in vortices [33] [34] [35] [36] , as well as other fragmentation scenarios [37] [38] [39] [40] .
In this work, we show how the recently developed Multi-Layer Multi-Configurational Time-Dependent Hartree method for Bosons (ML-MCTDHB) [41, 42] can be applied to efficiently study the correlated quantum dynamics of short-range interacting ultracold bosonic atoms in three-dimensional elongated traps. For such simulations, two main numerical challenges have to be overcome. First, one has to face the exponential scaling of complexity with the number of atoms. In this regards, ML-MCTDHB follows the philosophy of the state-ofthe-art method called Multi-Configurational Time-Dependent Hartree method for Bosons (MCTDHB) [43] , which employs a dynamically optimized single particle basis. Within the class of wave function propagation methods, there are alternatively also the highly successful tensor-network methods, which have been extended to also tackle two-dimensional problems (see e.g. [44] ), but are tailored to discrete systems (see e.g. [29, 45] for applications based on the tight-binding approximation of continuous space).
The second challenge concerns the separation of length scales, which have to be resolved, and are directly related to the question how to appropriately describe short-range interactions between ultracold bosons in three spatial dimensions. We will review fundamental problems concerning the (regularized) delta interaction approach in numerical many-body methods [46] [47] [48] , and show that a carefully chosen Gaussian model potential is most suit-able for mimicking the short-range interactions within the ML-MCTDHB approach. The thereby separated length scales require a huge amount of grid points, which would make a corresponding MCTDHB calculation extremely costly or even unfeasible, since the timedependent three-dimensional single-particle basis states are expanded on a product grid. In contrast to this, ML-MCTDHB makes use of the reduced correlations between the spatial directions in elongated traps [49] , which leads to a more efficient representation of the timedependent single-particle basis. As a consequence, the computational effort w.r.t. the number of grid points q s in the direction s = 1, 2, 3 is reduced from q with problem-dependent prefactors c s . Since ML-MCTDHB reduces to the mean-field theory in a limiting case, our method can also be employed for efficiently solving the Gross-Pitaevskii equation for elongated traps.
For illustrating the power of our method, we study the many-body tunnelling dynamics of bosons in elongated double well traps beyond the mean-field approximation, focusing on the emergence of particle correlations in the crossover from 3D to 1D. Many works have previously studied bosonic tunnelling in double well set-ups, e.g. either theoretically within a mean-field approximation, using two-mode approximations, by rigorous one-dimensional simulations or experimentally (see [50, 51] and refs. therein)
We investigate the dynamics of the population imbalance in dependence of the transversal confinement and unravel differences between our converged numerical result and the meanfield predictions as well as beyond mean-field calculations based on an adiabatic separation of the transversal degrees-of-freedom. In particular, we find that the latter approach cannot resolve the shape of the density distribution even of the initial state, resulting in a different subsequent dynamics.
This work is structured as followed: To be self-contained and provide the proper embedding, we first review the challenges of and approaches to the description of short-range interactions within many-body methods in three spatial dimensions (section II). The approach of our choice, an appropriate finite-range Gaussian model potential, is discussed in detail and we present scattering calculations in order to relate the parameters of the model potential to the physically relevant s-wave scattering length. In section III, we address the ML-MCTDHB method and explain how it benefits from the lack of strong correlations between the spatial directions in elongated traps. Thereafter, we apply in section IV ML-MCTDHB to a tunnelling problem with a detailed discussion of the convergence and unravel three-dimensional as well as beyond mean-field effects. Finally, we conclude and give an outlook in section V.
II. SHORT-RANGE INTERACTION OF BOSONIC ENSEMBLES IN 3D: CHAL-LENGES AND APPROACHES
When simulating the correlated quantum dynamics of short-range interacting ultracold bosonic atoms in elongated three-dimensional traps, two main challenges have to be faced: (i) the exponential scaling of complexity with the particle number and (ii) the separation of different length scales, which have to be resolved. While the former challenge is addressed in section III, we deal with the issue of how to treat short-range interactions here. First, we elaborate on the following fundamental problem: when using numerical methods operating in the laboratory frame and being based on a finite product basis, one cannot accurately model the interaction by a (regularized) delta potential in order to remove the shortest length scale of the problem at hand. Thereafter, we review different approaches to model short-range interactions and argue that an appropriately normalized Gaussian model potential is well suited for our ML-MCTDHB method. Using such a finite-range model potential, however, implies that the different separated length scales have to be resolved, and in section III we will explain how ML-MCTDHB copes with this issue for elongated traps in an efficient manner.
A. Length scales
In the following, we consider an elongated dilute ensemble of N ultracold bosonic atoms of mass m, which is governed by the time-dependent Schrödinger equation
Here, r i = (x i , y i , z i ) T refers to the position of the i-th atom in Cartesian coordinates,
+ V (r i ) denotes its single-particle Hamiltonian and
is the interaction potential of the i-th with the j-th atom, j = i. In order to model an elongated trap, a harmonic confinement is assumed V (r i ) = 
) and the aspect ratio is defined as η = ω ⊥ /ω .
Experimentally [52, 53] the aspect ratio can vary from one to several hundred, where η = 1 describes an isotropic confinement and η ≫ 1 a highly elongated trap. Thus, elongated traps are characterized by two characteristic length scales, with l ⊥ < l . We note that our following considerations are not restricted to harmonic potentials.
The interaction between two neutral bosons ground state bosonic atoms is given by a Vander-Waals potential, whose range is much smaller than the typical interparticle distance in dilute ultracold systems [2] . As we will see, removing this smallest length scale by introducing delta interaction potentials with the same s-wave scattering properties in the far field [54, 55] suffers in higher dimensions from principle problems within many if not most computational methods [46] . So we have to mimic the desired scattering behaviour by an appropriate model potential of finite range Σ leading to three length scales, which have to be resolved naturally: Σ ≪ l ⊥ < l , covering also the interparticle distance.
B. Modelling short-range interactions
Bare delta interaction
The simplest way to remove the interaction range from the description of our system is to invoke the bare delta function, W (r) = gδ(r), where r = r 1 − r 2 denotes the relative position of the two colliding particles and the interaction strength g is chosen in such a way that W (r) features the desired s-wave scattering length [1, 2] . Following the lines of [56] , we review why this is a valid approach in one spatial dimension, which, however, breaks down in three dimensions, where the plane delta function does not scatter [46, 47, 56] .
In general, the solution of the stationary two-body scattering problem in the far field is given by an incoming plain wave plus an outgoing spherical wave multiplied with the scattering amplitude f
where r = |r| and r is the relative coordinate vector as well as E = 2 k 2 /2µ denotes the energy of the incoming wave with the reduced mass µ and wave vector k of modulus k.
For the bare delta interaction, the scattering amplitude can be calculated via the T-matrix formalism [56] , and is given by f (k, r/r) = −
where D denotes the dimension of the scattering problem. For ultracold collisions, the scattering amplitude can be well approximated by its zero-energy limit, the s-wave scattering
For D = 1, the integral (3) is convergent and the bare delta interaction can be used without any limitations in analytical and numerical calculations. In three dimensions, however, the real part of this integral (3) is ultra-violet divergent and results in a = 0, such that no scattering takes place in three dimension.
In order to appropriately describe scattering in three dimensions in terms of zero rangepotentials, two different strategies can be followed: (i) using the regularized delta interaction W (r) = gδ(r)∂ r r [54, 55] , instead of the bare delta interaction, which avoids the ultra-violet divergence in (3) or (ii) regularizing the integral (3) for the bare delta interaction by an ultra-violet cut-off and appropriately renormalizing its interaction strength g depending on this cut-off.
Regularized delta interaction
Considering strategy (i) first, the regularized delta interaction has been introduced to incorporate appropriate boundary conditions for the scattering process in three dimensions [54, 55, 57, 58] . In particular, the 1/r divergence of the scattering solution (2) is taken properly into account by the regularization operator ∂ r r, which ensures a finite scattering
with a = µ 2π 2 g as the corresponding s-wave scattering length (4) [56] . Furthermore, in [59, 60] it has been shown that the regularized delta interaction emerges, if one considers a proper zero-range limit of a three-dimensional finite square well or a delta-shell potential, respectively.
The regularized delta interaction is of great use for analytical calculations as demonstrated by the solution of the bosonic two-body problem in isotropic [61] and anisotropic [62] harmonic traps. For most numerical many-body methods, however, there is a fundamental problem, which stems from the fact that they are formulated in second quantization, and operate in the laboratory frame. Thereby, these methods rely on a finite single particle basis χ k (r i ), k = 1, ..., M and thus effectively on a finite (possibly symmetrized) Hartree product basis as one can see e.g. from the matrix elements of the interaction operator χ i χ j |W |χ q χ p .
By transforming the derivative ∂ r into the laboratory frame, one can easily show that
,
, which is a direct consequence of the fact that a single Hartree product cannot feature a 1/r singularity and so the action of the regularization operator ∂ r (r · ) becomes trivial. Moreover, since ∂ r (r · ) commutes with any finite sum, the action of the regularized delta potential on any available two-body state
, a ij ∈ C, is equivalent to the action of the bare delta potential, which has important consequences:
(i) Using the regularized delta potential is equivalent to the bare one for laboratory frame methods being based on a finite single-particle basis. So if one knows that the total state can be approximated well by the Gross-Pitaevskii mean-field ansatz, i.e. a single Hartree product, the regularized delta interaction can be safely replaced by the bare one, bearing in mind that correlations on short length scales are not accurately described for finite N [63] .
(ii) If one, however, expects non-trivial correlations or is not sure about the applicability of a mean-field ansatz, the regularized delta potential does not help since one converges to the non-interacting solution when increasing the basis size [47] .
(iii) One can only benefit from the correct scattering properties of the regularized delta potential if one analytically or numerically utilizes a correlated two-body basis. This idea has been implemented in the form of an effective interaction potential, being constructed from the exact solution of the two-body problem (see e.g. [64, 65] and references therein), which provides good predictions for the eigenenergies of the many-boson problem. Since we, however, are interested in quantum dynamics and operate with a dynamically optimized single-particle basis (see section III), evaluating the matrix elements of the effective interaction potential by a six-dimensional integration at each instant in time would lead to large and definitely infeasible computational costs.
Renormalization of the bare delta interaction
The second strategy (ii) is to regularize the integral (3) and to renormalize the bare coupling strength such that the regularization is compensated and the correct scattering physics is reproduced: This can be achieved by e.g. a discretization of coordinate space [48] , i.e. introduction of a high-momentum cut-off (see also e.g. [66] [67] [68] [69] ). The main intrinsic truncation procedure within of our ML-MCTDHB method, however, is not the discretization of space but considering only a reduced number of dynamically optimized single-particle basis states (see section III). As a consequence one would have to evaluate the renormalization condition, involving e.g. the scattering T -matrix in the truncated basis, at every instant in time, which would not only be costly but also conceptually difficult, since ML-MCTDHB is based on a truncated single-particle basis in the laboratory frame while the T -matrix relates to the relative coordinate frame. Therefore, a similar renormalization could only be established in 1D for strong interactions in special cases [70] .
Finite-range model potentials
As a consequence of the discussion above, we have to replace the interatomic interactions by a finite-range model potential satisfying the following requirements: (i) the potential must be short-range, i.e. its range Σ must constitute the smallest length scale in the problem at hand; (ii) its s-wave scattering length must be easily tunable via the model potential parameters; (iii) within the considered numerical many-body method, the model potential should lead to the lowest possible computational costs.
Due to requirement (i), the trap does not influence the scattering processes, which may then be regarded as if taking place in free space [71] [72] [73] . Moreover, the shape of the model potential does not matter in this case [74] and, thus, a variety of different candidates can be conceived, including model potentials with both attractive and repulsive parts.
Regarding requirement (ii), (partially) attractive model potentials which feature bound state(s) are in principle easily tunable and cover the full range of possible scattering lengths, since scattering resonances can be exploited by shifting a bound state near the threshold [75] .
Bound states, however, in general imply strong interparticle correlations in the laboratory frame, which are difficult to handle, i.e. converge numerically. To avoid these correlations and a strongly energy-dependent scattering length, we exclusively restrict ourselves to repulsive model potentials in the following.
Regarding requirement (iii), the evaluation of the two-body interaction matrix elements χ i χ j |W |χ k χ l in general is computationally very costly, since a six-dimensional spatial integration has to be performed, requiring q 
, using a Schmidt decomposition [76] [77] [78] . For p = q 1 q 2 q 3 , this decomposition becomes exact, i.e. W = W p . If now W p approximates W well for much less terms, i.e. p ≪ q 1 q 2 q 3 , the two-body interaction matrix costs only 2p integrals over three spatial dimensions, i.e. 2p q 1 q 2 q 3 . Empirically, however, we found that a large number of terms p is required for a fair representation of short-range potentials, otherwise W p exhibits unphysical oscillations even at large distances 2 , resulting in long-range interactions and possibly even bound states.
Therefore, this strategy is not further followed.
In the second strategy, one makes use of the fact that W depends only on the relative to ∝ q 1 q 2 q 3 log(q 1 q 2 q 3 ) [79] (see also appendix B).
The third strategy, finally, is adapted to situations in which the three-dimensional singleparticle states |χ j are expanded w.r.t. one-dimensional basis states |φ
for the different spatial directions s (as it is done efficiently in ML-MCTDHB, see section III). Similarly to the first strategy, one can then (approximately) unravel W (r 1 − r 2 ) into a sum of operators that are separable w.r.t. spatial directions, namely
, which can be achieved by the POTFIT algorithm [77, 78] .
In this way, the six-dimensional integration in χ i χ j |W |χ k χ l becomes a sum over twodimensional integrations φ 
2 /σ 2 , with height h and width σ. The interaction strength can be adjusted by h, however, increasing the height of the Gaussian potential increases also its range Σ(h, σ) and thus we may violate the relation Σ ≪ l ⊥ for strong interactions. Therefore, we normalize the width of the Gaussian w.r.t. a small energy scale of our system ǫ by demanding W RG (r) = ǫ if |r| = σ , such that Σ is independent of the height h:
In the inset of figure 1, we compare the two Gaussian profiles, W G and W RG with the interaction potential W T (r) = gΘ(σ − |r|), which is not separable. Increasing the height, the renormalized Gaussian W RG approaches the shape of the theta function W T , whose width is limited by σ = Σ. In contrast to this, the range of W G grows unlimited with increasing h such that the assumptions of both free space scattering and short-range interactions will be violated. Thus, we favour W RG .
C. Tunability of model interaction potentials
Given the s-wave scattering length a of a physical scenario, which, in principle, is experimentally tunable over a broad range via Feshbach resonances [4] , we have to choose the free parameters of our model potential W such that the latter constitutes a short-range interaction potential of the same a. Since, only repulsive potentials are considered, a is naturally bounded by Σ from above, which inevitably restricts the realizable scattering lengths to a ≪ l ⊥ . We numerically determine the dependence of the energy-dependent phase-shift δ(k)
on the model potential parameters by solving the s-wave scattering problem in free space in relative coordinates with the Numerov method [80] and comparing with the non-scattered solution in the far field. Then, we extrapolate the k → 0 behaviour of δ(k) in order to determine a [75] .
For the different interaction potentials W T , W G , W RG and the delta shell model W D (r) = gδ(σ − |r|), we show the dependence of the s-wave scattering length on the potential height in figure 1 . As analytically expected [75] , a saturates for W T and W D , such that the three-dimensional scattering length becomes equal to the range of the interaction potential, a = σ = Σ. Whereas the scattering length of W G (as well as its range) diverges with increasing h, the scattering length of W RG converges slowly towards the limit a = σ = Σ, as expected.
In doing so, the interaction range does not interfere with other length scales in the system.
Although the achievable scattering lengths are limited to small values, we choose W RG as our model potential because of the beneficial computational properties discussed above.
This implies that strong interparticle correlations can be achieved only by increasing the particle density of the bosonic ensemble n such that an
1 or by providing sufficiently high excitation energies in the initial state for triggering dynamical quantum depletion.
However, already in the weakly interacting regime intriguing beyond mean-field effects can be found [33-36, 38, 40] .
III. COMPUTATIONAL APPROACH TO MANY-BODY QUANTUM DYNAM-ICS
The second numerical challenge is the exponential scaling of complexity w.r. here to overcome the resulting numerical challenges. In the last section III C, we show how ML-MCTDHB can be used for the non-trivial task of solving the three-dimensional GPE for elongated traps.
A. The MCTDHB method and higher dimensions
In MCTDHB [43] , the many-body wave function for N bosons is expanded w.r.t. a set of time-dependent permanents, i.e bosonic number states
These permanents are labelled by an integer vector n = (n 1 , ..., n i , ..., n M ), where n i is the occupation number of the i-th three-dimensional, time-dependent single-particle function (3D-SPF), |χ i (t) , which is variationally optimized at each instant in time. The number M of considered 3D-SPFs constitutes a numerical control parameter of this method. The symbol n| N denotes the summation over all N-body permanents. Then, the 3D-SPF are represented w.r.t. a time-independent basis |U J , for example given by a discrete variable representation (DVR) [81, 84] or a Fast-Fourier Transformation based grid [85, 86] ,
whereB jJ (t) denote the time-dependent expansion coefficients and Q = q 1 q 2 q 3 refers to the total number of grid points. The equations of motion for the time-dependent coefficients can be derived, using the Dirac-Frenkel variational principle [87, 88] , δΨ| i∂ t − H |Ψ = 0, under the constraint χ j |i∂ t |χ k = 0, which ensures the orthonormality of the 3D-SPFs.
Performing the variation w.r.t. the time-dependent coefficients in (7) and (8), leads to [43] 
Here, to shorten the notation, we drop the time-dependence for simplicity. The projec-
|χ i χ i |, projects onto the co-moving subspace spanned by the instantaneous 3D-SPFs. According to equation (10) , the 3D-SPF can only rotate into the orthogonal complement of the subspace which they are spanning. The dynamics of the 3D-SPFs is driven by both the one-body Hamiltonian H (1) 0 and the interactions among the atoms, which are represented by the second term in the bracket on the right-handside of (10) . Here, ρ (χ) ik denotes the one-body density matrix 3 in the 3D-SPF representation, which can be calculated by ρ ik = Ψ|a † i a k |Ψ /N, where a † i (a i ) creates (destroys) a boson in the state |χ i (t) . The inverse of the one-body density matrix causes weakly occupied single particle functions to rotate faster than strongly occupied ones [81] . Finally, W (χ) ik refers to the so-called mean-field operator matrix, which can be written as W
jJB lL U I U J |W |U K U L and the two particle density matrix ρ The time-independent basis is typically chosen such that the two-body interaction matrix elements U I U J |W |U K U L can be easily evaluated analytically or numerically at the beginning of a simulation. Yet we emphasize that one needs (q 1 q 2 q 3 ) 2 operations to calculate the elements W IjKl , for each evaluation of the r.h.s. of (10). The computational effort can be reduced to q 1 q 2 q 3 log(q 1 q 2 q 3 ) by making use of fast Fourier transformations (see section II B and appendix B), but the evaluation of these matrix elements then still constitutes the numerical bottle neck for simulations requiring large grids.
If there are as many 3D-SPF as grid points, M = 3 s=1 q s , the full CI limit is recovered, where the Hilbert space is only truncated by the discretization of the coordinate space.
Whereas, if only one 3D-SPF is supplied, MCTDHB reduces to the Gross-Pitaevskii meanfield theory (see also section III C). A MCTDHB calculation may be regarded as numerically converged, if in particular the expectation values of the observables of interest become to a certain quantitative degree insensitive to a further increase of the number of basis states, characterized by the numerical configuration (M|q 1 q 2 q 3 ) .
B. ML-MCTDHB for elongated traps
The key idea of our ML-MCTDHB approach is to find a more efficient representation of the MCTDHB 3D-SPFs in order to reduce the significant computational costs for the eval-uation of the mean-field operator matrix W (χ) ik , which have restricted MCTDHB to small grids so far. This venture is in particular crucial for addressing the 1D-to-3D crossover in elongated traps due to the three separated length scales which have to be resolved (see section II A). Yet exactly in this regime one may anticipate that the transversal and longitudinal degrees-of-freedom are not too strongly correlated since the transversal excitation energies separate from the longitudinal ones. This motivates us to expand the 3D-SPFs |χ i (t) w.r.t. a product of three one-dimensional, time-dependent single particle functions (1D-SPFs),
js (t) , where we have introduced the multi-index J = (j 1 , j 2 , j 3 ) with j s = 1, ..., m s and m s ≤ q s
The 1D-SPFs in turn are expanded w.r.t. a time-independent, one-dimensional basis |u (s) r , r = 1, ..., q s , i.e. represented on a one-dimensional grid
Thus we have introduced an additional truncation: If the correlations between the spatial directions are not too strong, the 3D-SPFs can be represented well by taking into account only m s ≪ q s 1D-SPFs, as we will also show exemplarily in section IV. This is in particular advantageous for elongated traps where due to the separation of energy scales one may take less 1D-SPFs for the transversal directions than for the longitudinal direction into account, i.e. m 1 , m 2 < m 3 . In an even more extreme case when we fix m 1 = m 2 = 1, the transversal degrees-of-freedom adiabatically separate This will be a good approximation for sufficiently large aspect ratios η, where beyond mean-field effects are strongly dominated by the population of various longitudinal 1D-SPFs. But also for modest η, it is promising to compare fully converged ML-MCTDHB calculations with simulations in which m 1 = m 2 = 1 is fixed and m 3 is increased until convergence. In this way, one compares full 3D simulations with quasi-1D ones and can identify the impact of correlations between the spatial directions.
Using the Dirac-Frenkel variational principle, one finds that the A n coefficients still obey (9) , while the dynamics of the 3D-SPFs expansion coefficients is now governed by
additional equations of motion can been derived for the coefficients C (s)
Here, P (s) denotes the projector
i | and ρ on a product grid, as it usually done, results in a q 1 q 2 q 3 scaling. Consequently, our method presented in section III B can be used to solve the GPE very efficiently if the coupling between the spatial dimensions is not too strong, i.e. m s ≪ q s , as it is the case for elongated traps (see [49] ).
IV. DOUBLE WELL TUNNELLING
In this section, we analyse the ground state and the dynamics for the dimensional cross over from 3D to 1D of a bosonic ensemble tunnelling in an elongated double well. We are 4 Non-local operators such as the kinetic energy result in a q interested in the emergence of particle correlations with varying aspect ratio.
In section IV A, we describe the physical set-up. Then, the initial ground state is analysed in section IV B, with a particular emphasis on the convergence of the simulations, followed by a discussion of the density and the population imbalance between the right and left well.
In section IV C, we explore the corresponding tunnelling dynamics with a focus on particle correlations and the temporal evolution of the density. We do not aim at an exhaustive study of the cross-over from 1D to 3D with varying parameters but want to demonstrate the numerical feasibility of three-dimensional simulations of bosonic ensembles beyond meanfield, with this illustrating example, for our computational ML-MCTDHB approach.
A. Set-up
We study an ensemble of N = 14 bosons loaded into an elongated double well trap, which is modelled by the potential V (r i ) = V trap (r i ) + V barrier (r i ) + V tilt (r i ). Employing harmonic oscillator units w.r.t. the longitudinal direction, the harmonic trap reads 
B. Ground-state analysis
Before investigating the properties of the ground states, we give a detailed analysis of the convergence.
Convergence study
In order to check the convergence of the simulations, we vary the number of 3D-SPFs M i may serve as a practical measure for how many 3D-SPF and 1D-SPF are needed, respectively, and the natural-population distribution is sensitive to the presence of particle and spatial correlations, respectively. Such conclusions from the natural orbitals are rigorous for already converged simulations and otherwise only indicative (see [89] for a critical discussion).
Within our normalization, we have 0 ≤ a
we label the natural populations in decreasing sequence.
In figure 2 , we show the natural populations b As expected, the second dominant natural population b
of the transversal directions is stronger populated for a more isotropic trap, η = 2, than for η = 8, which implies stronger spatial correlations (see figure 2 b) . Finally, figure 2c shows that the spectrum of ρ (3) is rather robust w.r.t. adding more 3D-and 1D-SPFs.
Second, we study the convergence of our ground-state calculation by comparing the population imbalance between the two wells, 
Configuration dependent ground state properties
Next, we explore in some detail the validity of the adiabatic separation of the transversal degrees-of-freedom or the double. Let's consider a cut of the three-dimensional ground state density ρ(x, y = 0, z) for the three numerical configurations C M F , C q1D and C F C . The meanfield (figure 4a) and fully converged (figure 4c) density profile agree well for η = 2, whereas they differ significantly in their geometry from the quasi 1D simulation C q1D (figure 4e). This is interesting, since the second dominant transversal natural orbital is only weakly populated with b and C q1D (figure 4f) for the aspect ratio η = 8. In this regime, only the interaction could induce spatial correlations, which however is prevented by the transversal excitation gap.
In summary, the differences in the ground state density for weak transversal confinement cause a different initial population imbalance and thus induces a different tunnelling dynamics, as we shall see in the following subsection.
C. Tunnelling dynamics
To trigger the tunnelling dynamics, we switch off the tilted potential V tilt (z) at t = 0 and propagate the many-body wave function in real time, with the intention to study its dynamical features.
In order to ensure the convergence of the simulations, let us inspect the time evolution of the population imbalance I z (t) for different configurations C in two different trap geometries with aspect ratios η = 2 and η = 8, respectively. In figure 5 , the population imbalance shows excellent agreement between the numerical configurations C = (4|224), (3|333), (3|223) and (4|334) (see figure 5) . Hereafter, the numerical configuration C = (4|334) is referred to the fully converged simulation C F C .
For weak transversal confinement η = 2, the first natural populations of C F C is very close to one a (χ) 1 ∼ 1 (see figure 6a), indicating that no particle correlations are present in the system. Thus, the fully converged simulation can be described within a mean-field approximation, which can also been seen in the almost identical temporal evolution of the population imbalance of the two configurations C M F = (1|334) and C F C (see figure 5a) . In to left (t = 5.3) and back (t = 10.6).
For tighter traps, the second natural population a
increases (see figure 6b), leading to higher particle correlations and thus to beyond mean-field effects. Therefore, the mean-field configuration fails to describe the system, which possesses damping as well as a different frequency in the population imbalance (see figure 5b) . Furthermore, increasing the aspect ratio, the second natural populations b 
2 inherit the particle correlations b
2 , indicating a cross over to a quasi one-dimensional configuration. In summary, increasing the aspect ratio leads to stronger particle and weaker spatial correlations. For low aspect ratios, the system can be well-described by the mean-field ansatz, whereas for high aspect ratios (quasi 1D) an effective one-dimensional but beyond mean-field theory is needed. With our here presented numerical method ML-MCTDHB, we are able to simulate the cover-over from quasi one-to three-dimensional behaviours either within mean-field approximations or taking all particle correlations into account. 
V. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
We have worked out the ab-initio method ML-MCTDHB [41, 42] for the study of the three-dimensional quantum dynamics of bosonic many-body systems out of equilibrium.
In general, this poses two main numerical challenges. The first one is the exponential scaling of complexity with the number of particles, which can be tackled by the stateof-the-art MCTDHB method. The second challenge concerns the different length scales in the system, which is on the one hand directly linked to the question, how to describe correctly the short-range atom-atom interaction in three dimensions. Therefore, we have reviewed the fundamental problems occurring when modelling these interactions via delta potentials and alternative approaches leading us to the usage of finite range potentials. On the other hand, this challenge includes that an elongated trap induces an additional length scale. Furthermore, in sufficiently elongated traps, the transversal modes are energetically separated from the longitudinal modes. Exploiting this feature, we expand the 3D-SPF into a product of one-dimensional time-dependent SPFs, which allows for an efficient description of the different length scales.
For this wave function ansatz, the equations of motion have been derived for the 1D-SPF using a variational principle, ensuring an optimized 1D-SPF basis set at each instant of time. Convergence is realized by successively increasing the number of 1D-SPFs and 3D-SPFs, which serve as a numerical control. In the limit of a single 3D-SPF, our method constitutes an efficient way to solve the 3D Gross-Pitaveskii equation for elongated traps.
To illustrate our method, we have analysed an ensemble of bosons tunnelling in a double well for different transversal trap frequencies, thereby studying the cross over from the threeto the quasi one-dimensional case. This is a regime whose quantum dynamics are notoriously difficult to describe by any method. We show the necessity of at least two transversal modes, in order to get the density profile and the correct tunnelling behaviour.
For an aspect ratio η = 2, we observe significant spatial correlations while only small particle correlations are present. As a consequence, this regime can be well described by a mean-field ansatz. Following, we have monitored the dynamical emergence of particle correlations in the cross over from 3D to 1D accompanied by a reduction of spatial correlations.
In this respect, the quasi 1D regime can be well described by an effective one-dimensional beyond mean-field equation. In summary, our presented numerically method is able to cover the cross over from quasi one to three dimensions both in the mean-field approximation and for numerical exact simulations.
A natural next step to take is to explore situations, in which the transversal modes take part in the dynamical evolution, such that we can investigate the transfer of correlations between the dimensions. and (A4)] for the equation of motions (13) and (14) . For diagonal interaction potentials, such as used in section II B, the computational effort is reduced to ∝ q 2 s and the interaction matrix reads
The idea, how to reduce the numerical effort of the calculations of the interaction matrix effectively, is adopted from [79] . Here, we follow their lines of argument. Using the property that W (s) depends only on ξ = x − x ′ , we can reduce the computational effort by using Fast
Fourier Transformations (FFT), which scale with the number of grid points as ∝ q s log(q s ).
The forward and backward Fourier Transformations of the interaction potential read
Inserting (B2) into (B1) leads to
The calculation of this integral can be divided into three steps. The first step is a FFT of the x ′ particle coordinate g (s) (k) =
l (x ′ )e −ikx ′ , followed by an inverse FFT G (s) (x) = 1 √ 2π dk w (s) (k)g (s) (k)e ikx . In the last and third step, one has to perform a one-dimensional integration over the x particle coordinate W (s)
k (x)G (s) (x). In total, the computational effort is 2 · q s log q s + q s for every time step, instead of the previous scaling with ∝ q 2 s .
